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Abstract  : 

     The paradoxical is an important technique , main mechanism  in the 

literature in general and theater in particular, in spite of the breadth of the 

term within the literary movement and the modern critic , but it has not 

been emphasized in studying  the text's theater, whether Arab or Iraqi, so 

that we directed in studying mechanism paradoxical in  some in 

contemporary Iraqi accomplished playwright, due to be a fertile ground for 

what are enriched by the value of the objective and technical. 

We focused in our study of the paradox in the Iraq theater text in      
some way explain the dimensions and significance, patterns, and their 
impact through enriching the structure of the theater text , usefulness of 

cases of verbal or positional symbols and meanings that came in the 
context  , in the light that formed the paradox types, multiple in literature, 

prose, theater poetry and children's  theater Iraqi in its sections  (theater
stage, theater), where we dealt with irony and types in each section of this 

and was dominant in clear, with a diagnosis method of each writer in the 
presentation and content, as varied method of construction and function 
literary drawn by the irony with its details   under each section of the 

on this basis, we find that our study draw a theatrical text, and  structure
line chart and clear, monitor the ironic structure of the text in the theater of 
Iraq through: 

   

chronology of the text of the Iraqi theater, where we studied the  -1 
of the last century to the present play texts  time serial  since the fifties 

day. 
Studying the irony and types according to the three divisions of the  -2 

theater (the theater prose, theater, poetry, and children's theater). 
It is said that the study included the method of construction and  -3 
ction of literary irony.fun 
Focusing  on methods of irony used in the theatrical text, stopping  the  –4 

pattern predicted by the shock and surprise; any broken the horizon 
waiting for the recipient, by moving away from direct language, or the use 

aradox, or leading to the anomaly.of irony, p 

 


